Humanity’s Limits
The God of all creation is boundless. The God of all creation is precisely this.
Creationism, evolution, the arguments continue, but is there any difference in God’s
mind? What has the creator revealed for our insignificant minds to understand? Perhaps
too simple, but it might be just this. We are spiritual beings in a physical existence that
cannot be fully understood. For all the expertise of science, which might eventually
explain this universe we live in, will it ever determine where it is? Will science ever
answer this question? Do other universes exist? Mystery will always envelop us, as it
always should, the nature of an all-knowing God and his created. The humble part for me
then, is this.
The spiritual child in me embraces the wonder of a God who could create the
universe, and all that it contains, in six days and rest on the seventh.
The spiritual adult in me, embraces the wonder of a God who could create this
universe and all that it contains, reflecting with perfect magnificence His profound
power, and that He is timeless.
To constrain God to either understanding attempts to place limits on God. The
God of all creation is boundless! The God of all creation is precisely this!
Humanity’s Fatal Fall
True love, freedom and responsibility further God’s work of creation, Humanity’s
noblest task. A generation of false prophets worked their craft against creation. Denying
it’s once noble pinnacle, the final and former great bastion of freedom succumbed
through legal malfeasance and decimated creation. It was subtle and it was sinister.
Treachery triumphed and the anti-life forces had a strategic victory. If morality was in
your way you could lawfully eliminate it. Consummate contaminated human pride spoke
ominously in 1973.
Allegiance to Almighty God was terminated. Love and freedom were torn
asunder. Capitulation of responsibility was complete. Legally killing it’s unborn,
humanity's future was lost and its end was sealed. Denying the life it created, humanity
allowed its most precious progeny to be ruled non-entities, and thereby denied itself the
right to exist. Humanity’s climb with God was finished, as was love, and freedom, and
responsibility.
Humanity mocked God’s law and declared in 1973, it would allow anything.
What is being reaped since that decision is the ascension of every anti-life aberration with
continued legal malfeasance? Anti-life is immorality. It used to be clear. The false
prophets of today are masters of concealment. It is still real and still exists. It is a cancer
on creation and its prophets yield only death.
Lofty words without action are meaningless. Most who could act appear lost,
becoming anti-life participants in its many manifest forms, through indifference or
unwillingness to take any credible moral stand. The will to turn back appears lost.
Morality declines, humanity is debased and false prophets seem victorious. A quarter of a
generation of humanity is lost forever and more follow.
The God of all creation sent Moses in his day to deal with immorality and lead a
faithful remnant to the Promised Land. Moses was the instrument of God’s Law and
God’s anger. What made God angry then still does. The created cannot change the
Creator. Is ours the day when the God of all creation will personally deal with humanity’s
collective immorality and then gather any faithful remnant into His promised kingdom?
Humanity’s Loss
Love creates life. The proponents of diversity have it all wrong when they demand
alternate life style acceptance into the fabric of humanity. How pathetic, that a country of
such unheralded freedom is producing girls who think they are boys, and boys who think
they are girls. How pathetic that “responsible” adults, acquiesce in this facade and grant
respectability to this affront to humanity. Alternate life style is a choice, pure and simple.

It is a choice of sexuality over humanity. It has nothing to do with love because it is
lifeless, not life giving. Human beings are not driven by sex, they recognize its
importance, learn to control it, and grow in the process. Those who would have us
believe otherwise have refused to grow up. Those who would have us believe otherwise
are at work against humanity. Those who would have us believe otherwise challenge our
fortitude. There is no fear of those who choose this alternative life style, only pity. They
have missed the opportunity to reach their full creative potential. How pathetic.
Humanity’s Enemies
Our lawmakers may soon claim conquest over a prime force assaulting our
country. Who will be the victors and who will be the vanquished? Their imposition of
the “vice”-chip is an indicator of who is winning and who is not.
The v-chip will secure autonomy and virtual independence from responsible
social action for the entertainment industry. Entertainment will claim, with our
lawmakers’ blessing, that societal responsibility is totally ours. Entertainment's dominant
theme has been steadily gravitating to the lowest common denominator, overt barbarism,
and the antithesis of domestic tranquility. Entertainment, the subtle educator, while it
could be a force for social good, prefers instead to emulate the dehumanizing educational
role that was provided in the Roman coliseum 20 centuries ago.
The v-chip is touted as responsible society’s shield from this dehumanizing
educator, as our lawmakers would like us to believe and have us agree. The
dehumanizing educator is not contained, sanitized or eliminated. Its appetite will not be
slated; rather its gluttony will be reinforced. Our lawmakers at best will gain politically in
the short term. The truth is that responsible society gains nothing and will be vanquished
in the end.
Rational objective assessment of entertainment by an independent review was
abandoned not many years ago. The independent reviewers knew the effect that
entertainment could have upon us as a society. It recognized the educational influence
upon society that the mediums of entertainment held subtly and overtly. It was called
censoring and it worked. The industry claimed that it could "rate" itself. The assault was
effective, societal foresight collapsed, and it was allowed to do so. This is a triumph for
American freedom and society?
How has society benefited during this period of self-regulation? Signs of
improvement will escape rational human beings. The liberal thinkers candidly observe
the same result. Damage control now includes trying to replace the outlets of the
dehumanizing educator (sewer) with faucets. Liberals support the sewer but don’t like
the criticism. They are trying to convince us that simply keeping the faucets controlled
will magically protect us from those who immerse themselves in the sewer with abandon.
Political foresight, in spades.
The Coliseum in Rome is a monument to an ancient government of “adults” who
viewed barbarism as entertainment. Indulgence resulted in lost respect for all human
values, which permeated their society and it collapsed. There is little difference between
what “adults” watch today and 2000 years ago. And the same argument was probably
given. "If you don’t like what’s going on in the coliseum, don’t go in." We as a nation
seem also to be turning into what we watch. With our lawmakers’ blessing, history will
continue to repeat itself. The v-chip is a counterfeit shield. It really means
entertainment's "victory".
Humanity’s Witnesses
Witnesses to truth have always permeated life, regardless of efforts by the
witnesses to raw human power to silence them. The Eternal Author of Truth was
conceived into human history. Pilate asked “And what is truth?” The Author of Truth had
already born witness to truth in his life for all to see, understand and embrace. That truth
was love. Fearing love, many tried to eliminate Him and many during his ministry hated
Him. For Pilate, power was the only truth and it had nothing in common with love. Power

meant absolute control of people, their lives, and their deaths. In contrast, love demanded
compassion and responsibility. Pilate acknowledged “no fault in this man” and let a
violent mob decide the outcome. Pilate became the instrument, the witness to raw human
power, through which the life of the Author of Truth was violently terminated.
We, each and every one, on the other hand are conceived into eternity. Human life
for us began at conception, a biological reality. Deep in the fabric of our being the Author
of Truth planted the essence of that reality. Those who admit to it embrace each new life
with love. Those who fear that love, assume again, that raw human power alone, can
silence reality. Love creates; raw human power always destroys. We, like Pilate, must
answer his very question “And what is truth?” The violent mob has assumed
respectability today. It has taken the form of clinics where witnesses to raw human power
now operate. Those inside violently terminate unborn human lives. Their partners outside
demonstrate indifference to the violence and happily “escort” more unborn human beings
to a similar fate. Truth is ignored, laws are corrupt, and human life is terminated. The
violent mob has blind-sided all but a faithful few.
Witnesses to truth still exist. They assemble quietly and prayerfully outside the
clinics and bear witness to the truth of their conception and their solidarity with the
unborn, whose lives are in mortal danger. The witnesses to raw human power have made
every effort to silence those witnesses and the violence against the unborn within the
clinics continues unabated. Raw human power enjoys absolute control over the life or
death of the unborn and will do all in its power to defeat those who oppose them. Those
in government, who have allowed this state of affairs, have become co-conspirators with
those in the clinics. They are also a part of the violent mob and it strongly suggests that
only outside intervention will ever end the violence against the unborn.
Eternal Author of Truth, please return in glory, intervene, and bring your justice
to this world!
Humanity’s Heroes
The path to sainthood may be very long or surprisingly short. The lives of
acknowledged saints give credence to this fact. Most probably feel that personal
sainthood is a noble goal but attainment is not a practical reality. We are too close to our
faults to recognize what others may see as good in us. The truly heroic continue to
stumble forward trying to do good in spite of their faults. The truly heroic accept their
vocation in life, accept their obligations regarding that vocation and ask for God’s grace
to live that vocation each day.
Humanity’s single Treasure
“Our tainted nature’s solitary boast” as poet William Wordsworth spoke of Mary. Mary
is, the perfect creation of Almighty God. Beautiful sunrises, breathtaking sunsets, and all
the creativity of human energies in between, fail in comparison with Mary. Our humble
attempt to describe the many qualities and attributes of Our Lady in her Litany, surely
fall short of those known to Almighty God. Mary as it pleases you, we humbly ask for
your continued intercession for a weak and sinful humanity.
Humanity’s End
Human beings, male and female He made them, and charged them to procreate,
and they knew Him who had created them. He created the animal kingdom, which knew
Him not, and gave it in service to the male and the female.
Thirty years have passed since humanities fatal fall. Now the final curtain is
unveiled. Not sated with destroying what it creates it has taken the last step and will now
destroy itself through replication. The uniqueness of the human family will be finished.
What had separated humanity from the animal kingdom has now been embraced and is
proposed as the panacea for the future. Sinking to the level of animal replication was not
included in the original charge. Our collective end must be approaching quickly.

Humanity’s Final Four
How must the God of all creation and all humanity view this final state of affairs? What
can be observed today regarding the created and their Creator? His Infinite patience,
though inexhaustible, must be coming to an end in our regard. Peace, freedom, equality
and brotherhood, God given qualities, continue to escape our grasp. What will result
because of it? Four principal forces are at work today. These are atheist, pagan, fanatic
and believer. The first three are in direct opposition to the fourth although they will not
join forces. Nations, as regards their creator, are now atheist, pagan or fanatic. World
domination is the common objective of these three and complete suppression of any who
oppose them. Within these nations believers may exist in varying degree but do not hold
power.
Atheists deny God and do evil in the name of the state.
Pagans ignore God and do evil in the name of freedom.
Fanatics defy God and do evil in the name of God.
Believers love God and do good in His name.
Individually the first three recognize believers as their most serious obstacle. All three
have a futility of purpose that will ultimately lead to failure. Collectively humanity is at a
point in its history where it not only has the means to end all life, it also seems
determined to accomplish this. Life and love have truly lost their meaning. Does a truly
virtuous nation of believers exist anywhere today?

